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1. Introduction. In the last ten years several papers have appeared

in the literature which (somewhat in retrospect!) deal with Banach

algebras A with bounded approximate identity which act on some

Banach space F, the usual requirements being that F be at least a

left A -module and the approximate identity act as a left approximate

identity for V. In this paper we follow Hewitt [9] in making the

minimal restriction that the bounded approximate identity be only a

left one for both A and V.

Our main contribution to this circle of ideas is in the presentation

(in §2) of a device apparently unobserved until now; namely, the

introduction of an auxiliary left A -module which arises in a natural

way. This device, in conjunction with Hewitt's factorization theorem

[9, p. 151], yields (in §3) many and diverse results, some of them

new while others are significant extensions of known results. We do

not believe that all the possibilities of this procedure are exhausted

here; indeed, it is expected that further applications will be found,

as well as extensions to actions of Banach algebras with approximate

identity on more general locally convex spaces (for example, to the

weighted locally convex spaces considered in [13]).

2. The space m(A; V; (B). From now on V will denote a complex

Banach space, A a set, A a complex Banach algebra, and (B a collection

of bounded subsets of V which satisfies one or more of the following

three properties:

(a) (B is closed under addition.

(ß) (B is closed under multiplication by complex scalars.

(y) A subset £ of V is in (B whenever for each e > 0 there is a £f G ®

such that B is contained in the union of the open balls of radius e

centered at the points of Bt (i.e., £e is an e-net for £).

The following additional property which is encountered when V is

a left A -module and A has a bounded left approximate identity {a¡}

which acts as a left approximate identity for F will also be needed:

(8) {aj} converges uniformly to the identity on each member of (B

(i.e. if £G<B, then \\a}v—»||—>0 uniformly for vEB), and aEA, BE(S>

implies a£G(B.
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We now list several examples of collections 03, almost all of which

will be needed in the sequel.

(Bo: all bounded subsets of V;

(Bi: all totally bounded subsets of F;

032: all j3-equicontinuous subsets of M(S) (here, and throughout

the rest of this paper, 5 will denote a locally compact Hausdorff space,

M(S) the variation normed Banach space of bounded Radon mea-

sures on S, while ß is the strict topology on the space C(S) of bounded

continuous complex functions on 5 (see Buck [l]));

033: all subsets B of M(S) having the property that each sequence

in B has a o(M(S), C(S)) cluster point in M(S) ;

(B4: all countably 0-equicontinuous subsets of M(S) (i.e., 7J£034 if

and only if each sequence in B is /3-equicontinuous) ;

(Bs-. (here we assume A has a bounded left approximate identity

{ay} which acts as a left approximate identity on the left 4-module

V) all bounded subsets of V on which {a,} converges uniformly to

the identity.

2.1. Remark. One routinely verifies that 030, (Bi, 032, 034, and 036 all

satisfy both (a) and (ß), and that 030 and 036 satisfy (7). One uses [lO

p. 42] to see that (S>i satisfies (7), and Conway's criterion for 0-equi-

continuity [4, p. 76] leads to an easy proof that 032 and 034 satisfy (7).

While 033 satisfies (ß), it does not in general seem to satisfy either (a)

or (7), but further comments later on (see Theorem 3.4) will help

clarify the situation relative to (B3. We note here that Û30 does not in

general satisfy (5), while 03i and (S>¡ will always satisfy (S).

We denote by m(A; V) the Banach space of all bounded func-

tions on A to V with the usual pointwise operations and ||/||.

= sup{||/(X)||: X£A}, and by m (A; V, 03) the subset of m (A; V) con-

sisting of those/ for which /(A) Q03. Since (7) implies that subsets of

members of 03 also belong to 03, we see that m(A; V; 03) is a Banach

space whenever 03 satisfies (a), (ß), and (7). We may now state the

theorem which together with Hewitt's factorization theorem yields

the results of §3.

2.2. Theorem. Suppose V is a left A-module and {a,-} is a bounded

left approximate identity for A that acts on V as a left approximate iden-

tity. If 03 satisfies (a), (ß), (7), and (5), then m(A; V; 03) is a Banach

space which is a left A-module (under the pointwise action) and {a,}

acts as a left approximate identity on m(A; V; 03).

Proof. The conclusion follows from the remarks preceding the

theorem and the assumption that 03 satisfies (S).
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3. Applications. In our first theorem we give necessary and sufficient

conditions that V have the metric approximation property [8, I,

p. 178] (hereafter abbreviated to m.a.p.), and then in the second

theorem we extend (and generalize) to all such spaces a result of

Raimi [ll, p. 643] proved only for Hilbert spaces. According to

Grothendieck [8, I, p. 182], all known spaces F have m.a.p. (includ-

ing all separable Banach spaces with a Schauder basis). Our next

results yield two apparently hitherto unnoticed facts concerning the

ß topology on C(S), and give yet another characterization of those

C(S)ß (C(S) with the 0-topology) which are semireflexive (see [5,

p. 477]). It seems likely that techniques similar to these may give a

simple proof of Conway's theorem [4, p. 76] that C(S)ß is a strong

Mackey space when 5 is paracompact. Finally, we give simple proofs

(and extensions) of certain results found in [14] and [l2], one being

a characterization of those Banach algebras with bounded left ap-

proximate identity, while another is a similar result needed by the

authors in [l2] for their work on a general approach to strict topolo-

gies. We now proceed to the theorems.

3.1. Theorem. V has m.a.p. if and only if the Banach algebra A

(operator norm) of compact operators on V contains a bounded left ap-

proximate identity {ay} consisting of operators of finite rank which also

acts as a left approximate identity for V.

Proof. To see the "if" part, we let A act on V in the obvious way

and take A = V. If ZG®i and if/ is defined on A to V to be the iden-

tity on Z and zero off Z, then/Gw*(A; V; (Bi). It follows from Remark

2.1 and Theorem 2.2 that {a¡} acts as a left approximate identity on

m(A; V; (Bi), i.e. ||ay/—/H«,—>0, which implies {aj} converges uni-

formly to the identity on Z, and thus V has m.a.p.

For the converse, there is a net {ay} in A which is a bounded set

of finite rank operators and which converges to the identity uniformly

on members of <Bi. If aEA, then

I j a,-a — a\\ = sup {|| aya» — a»||:|[»||  g 1} -7» 0

since {av: ||»|| =T } E<$>x, i.e. {ay} is a bounded left approximate iden-

tity for A. To see that this is also true for V, choose/ in the dual V* of

F so that /(») = 1 where »G V. Then f®vEA and f<g>v(v) =/(»)»=»
from whence it follows that ay»—»».

3.2. Theorem. If Vhas m.a.p., then for any ZE<S>x there is a compact

operator a on V and a YE®i such that Z = aY.
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Proof. Note that if U is the closed unit ball in V, then there

is a c>0 so that YQcU and hence Theorem 3.2 would yield aY

= ZÇa(cU) = (ca)U which is the exact statement of Raimi's result

for Hubert spaces [ll, p. 643].

Now let A he the compact operators on V, let A= V, and let/ be

defined on A to V to be the identity on Z and zero off Z. Then

fQm(A; V; 03i), and it follows from Theorem 3.1 (in conjunction

with Theorem 2.2) that A and m(A; V; 03i) satisfy the hypothesis of

Hewitt's factorization theorem. Hence there is a gQm(A; V; (Bi) and

aQA such that/ = ag. If we let Y- {g(X): \QZ], then F£03i and

Z = aY.
We can at this time use our methods to give a new characterization

of the /3-equicontinuous subsets of M(S) (Theorem 3.4.(1) below).

Other characterizations have been given much earlier by Glicksberg

[7] and later by Conway [4]. We also include a simple proof of the

factorization which formed the basis of Buck's proof [l] that the

dual of C(S)ß is M(S), show that each (norm) totally bounded set in

M(S) is /3-equicontinuous (hitherto unobserved), and give a new

description (in terms of /3-equicontinuous sets) of those S for which

C(S)ß is semireflexive.

3.3. Remark. The space C0(S) of all continuous complex functions

on 5 which vanish at infinity (with the supremum norm) is a Banach

algebra with a (bounded) canonical approximate identity (see [3,

p. 158]) {aj}, which acts on M(S) in a natural way, i.e. if a£Co(5)

and vQM(S), then av(E) =fE adv where E is any Borel set in 5. It is

easy to check that {ay} acts as a left approximate identity on M(S).

A direct application of Hewitt's factorization theorem shows that if

vQM(S), then there is a uQM(S) and aQCo(S) so that v = au.

3.4. Theorem. If A = C0(S), {a,} is a canonical approximate iden-

tity in A, V = M(S), and A = V, then

(1) 03iÇû32Ç034Ç(B3 and 032 = 036 (thus 032 satisfies (8)).

(2) The following are equivalent :

(i) 03i = 032;

(ii) C(S)ß is semireflexive;

(iii) S is discrete.

(3) The following are equivalent :

(i) 032 = (B3;

(ii)  C(S)ß is a strong Mackey space;

(iii) m(A; V; (S>3) is a Banach space and a left A-module on which

a¡} acts as a left approximate identity.

Proof. That 032ç;o34Ç:q33 is immediate from their definition. Using

Í
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Remark 2.1, Theorem 2.2, and Remark 3.3, and Hewitt's factoriza-

tion theorem, we see that if £G(Bi, then there is an aG^4 so that

BÇaU where U is the closed unit ball in F. It now follows from the

Glicksberg-Conway characterization of members of (&2 (e.g., see

[4, p. 76]) that £G®2. We remark that Conway's alternate criterion

(used in Remark 2.1) can also be used to show (BiÇ(B2, but this seems

to have been overlooked. Another application of the Glicksberg-

Conway result for members of (B2 shows that QfoCZCBs. We also have

from Theorem 2.2 and Hewitt's factorization theorem that if £G®6,

then there is a CG®6 and aG^4 so that aC = B. Again, using the

Glicksberg-Conway criterion for 0-equicontinuity, together with the

fact that C is (norm) bounded, we have that £G®2. This completes

the proof of (1).

For the proof of (2), we note that the equivalence of (ii) and (iii)

was shown in [5, p. 477], while (iii) implies (i) may be found in [2,

Theorem 4.1]. If 5 is not discrete, then there is a sequence {xn} in S

contained in a compact set with xn7^xm, m^n. By Urysohn's lemma,

there is an aG^4 such that a(xH) = 1 for each « = 1, 2, • • • , and so

{8(xn) : »s5l}, where 8(p) is the point mass at p ES, is contained in

the ¿3-equicontinuous set aU (U being the closed unit ball in M(S)).

Since ||o(x„)—5(xm)|| =2 when n^m, we have &i^(R2.

To see (3), we first note that the equivalence of (i) and (ii) is merely

the definition of strong Mackey. Since (B2 satisfies (5) (from (1)), it

follows from Remark 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 that (i) implies (iii). If

(iii) holds, then for each £G(B3 an application of Hewitt's factoriza-

tion theorem yields a CG(B3 and aG^4 such that B=aC. Hence

£G®2, and we have from (1) that (i) holds, concluding the proof.

The last three theorems of this paper (which we prove for arbitrary

Banach algebras with bounded left approximate identity) were origi-

nally proved for commutative Banach algebras with bounded approxi-

mate identity, and thus represent significant extensions.

3.5. Theorem (Taylor [14]). Suppose C = l. The following are

equivalent :

(1) Z totally bounded in A and 8>0 imply there exists aEA, \\a\\ ̂  C

and a totally bounded Y in A so that (la) Z = aY, (lb) ||aa'—a'\\ <8,

a'E F, (le) F is contained in the closed ideal generated by Z, and (Id)

a'—*aa' is a homeomorphism of Y onto Z.

(2) Z finite in A, 8>0 imply,there exists aEA, \\a\\ ¿C, and YQA

such that (2a) Z = aY, (2b) \\aa'-a'\\<8,a'EY.
(3) A has a left approximate identity bounded by C.

Proof. Our only contribution is an application of our methods to
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a proof of (3)=>(1); the other implications are as in Taylor's paper

[14]. Thus, we assume (3) holds, and fix Z totally bounded, 5>0.

Setting A = A = V and 03 = 03i in our Theorem 2.2, we see that Hewitt's

factorization theorem applies (for the first time we invoke its full

strength), and defining/ on A to V to be the identity on Z and zero off

Z (hence fQm(A; V; 03i)), there exists aG^4 and gQm(A; V; 03i) so

that f = ag, gQcl(Af) (closure in m(A; V, Û3i)), ||/-g||„<ô, and
||a|| áC. It then follows that Z = aY where F= {g(\):\QZ}, and if

a'QY, then ||oo'-o'|| =||ag(X)-g(X)|| ¿\\f-g\\M<8. To obtain (lc),

note there is a sequence \an} in A so that ||a„/—g\\M—»0; if a'QY,

then a' = g(\) with \QZ and \\aj(\) -g(\)\\ e\\anf-g\\*,->0 (i.e.,
a'Qcl(Af(\)) (closure in A)). To conclude the proof we need verify

(Id), and this is straightforward.

The following result due to Curtis and Figá-Talamanca follows

directly from Hewitt's factorization theorem.

3.6. Theorem [6, p. 174]. Let A be an algebra of bounded linear

operators on a Banach space X and suppose under some norm stronger

than the operator norm that A is a Banach algebra with bounded left

approximate identity {ay}. If A -X= {vQX: a¿v^v} and if AX

= {av: aQA, vQX}, then A -X = AX.

Proof. The equation a,v—v = a,(v —va) + (ajVa—va) + (va—v) shows

A -X is a Banach subspace of X, which is a left A -module on which

{ay} acts as a left approximate identity. Certainly AXQA -X, while

Hewitt's factorization theorem shows A -XÇ1AX.

3.7. Theorem (Sentilles and Taylor [l2]). Let A and X be as

in Theorem 3.6, suppose {ay} is bounded by C^l and ZÇ1A -X. Then

the following are equivalent:

(1) There exists aQA and bounded WQA -X so that aW = Z.

(2) Z is bounded and {ay} converges uniformly to the identity on Z.

(3) For each S>0 there exists aQA, \\a\\ ̂  C, and bounded WÇZA -X

so that (a) Z = aW, (h) \\aw — w\\ <8, wQW, and (c) a is a homeomor-

phism of W onto Z.

Proof. We check only (2)—>(3), and as usual by the use of Theorem

2.2. For A = A-X=V, an application of Hewitt's theorem to

m(A; V; (&t) as an A -module concludes the proof.
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